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A New York Times Bestseller!The best-selling prequel to the hit videogame picks up right where
it left off! Year one is over--now, year two begins. The death of one of their own has divided
Earth's protectors as hero turns against hero. As Superman's iron grip on the world tightens, at
the edge of the galaxy, anothe grave threat approaches...INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US YEAR
2 continues the story from the New York Times best-selling graphic novel with rising star writer
Tom Taylor (EARTH 2) and a team of artists including Mike S. Miller, Bruno Redondo and Tom
Derenick.Collects INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US YEAR 2 #1-5.

"An entertaining gateway into the new game universe."—IGN"One of the best DC comics to not
only come out this week, but since the start of 2013."—AIN'T IT COOL NEWSAbout the
AuthorTOM TAYLOR is the creator of the Aurealis-Award Winning graphic novel series THE
DEEP (which tells the adventures of a multiethnic family of underwater explorers who live on a
submarine). The Deep has been optioned by Technicolor to be turned into a 26 episode CG
animated series. He is perhaps best known for the best-selling DC Comics series, INJUSTICE:
GODS AMONG US, and his many Star Wars series, which include STAR WARS: INVASION and
STAR WARS: BLOOD TIES (which won the 2012 Stan Lee Excelsior Award). Taylor has written
for DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, IDW Publishing, Wildstorm, 2000 A.D. and Gestalt Comics.
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Mickey G, “The Price of Peace. The idea of Superman driven to dictatorship and police state
enforcer with the help of the likes of Wonder Woman did not appeal to me initially. Equally
unappealing was this titles footing for the game Injustice Gods Among Us; I don't game so
heavily these days...I'm lucky i find time to sleep. BUT this is awesome. IGN called it a cinematic
read and they were right. Tom Taylor's writing takes the story from improbable and unpalatable to
believable conflicts and investment in the struggle. Is Superman right or is Batman? Have they
both gone to far? In year two it is all out war and there are some terrible losses on both sides.
Somehow Taylor spends time on all the different heroes and villains without making the plot too
broken up or monotonous. This launched me into picking up titles I never would have before, like
Lobo and Birds of Prey. I was also very pleased to see The Question, even if for a brief cameo.
Preordering the next volume! I think waiting for this monthly would be torture. This was my first
hardcover volume purchased and I think I will try to buy hardcovers from now on.I received a
review copy of this graphic novel from Diamond Book Distributors, NetGalley in exchange for
nothing more than an honest review. I also purchased it here from Amazon.”

MDS, “Good, but.... There may be spoilers here, but I think anyone who has been reading along
so far won't find any giveaways. Still, you've been warned.I have an issue with the concept. I like
the way it's written, which was a surprise (especially since it's based on a video game — I don't
play and I've usually been disappointed with adaptations). But I have difficulty getting past the
way Superman is behaving. I can accept that the traumas he's experienced have changed him.
And that he still believes that what he's doing is for the good of all. But some of the extreme
measures he's taken don't sit well with me. I don't feel that they laid out enough in the story to
show that the "boy scout" could turn so much.I'm reminded of Episode 3 of Star Wars, with some
of the things Anakin did. I just don't think the the events up to that point justified his actions.
Even though the animated series and the movie filled in some of the gaps, it just didn't do
enough (for me, at least). And you should never have to depend on something external to the
movie to explain the movie itself. As then, I think too much is missing.I've read all of the titles in
the hardcover format, so it isn't as though I am likely to have forgotten things from month to
month that would tie it all together. I don't think so, anyway. It doesn't help that Superman is my
favorite and I've read over five decades straight of his adventures. Plus numerous stories from
the previous period, back to the beginning. For almost all of that time, certain aspects of his
character have been steadfast and these changes go against all of that.I might look at this as
more of an "Elseworlds" concept, which it obviously is, to a large extent. But it seems to be
something divergent from the contemporary history, rather than a complete retelling. I don't
think there's that great a change in most of the other characters. So I just find this element
disconcerting.I'm tempted to give it a lower rating (like I did with Flashpoint Paradox, for
essentially the same reason), but I feel they could have justified his behavior if they'd spend



more time developing it. But I supposed they felt that would have place too much of a constraint
on the story flow. Still, it strikes me as sloppy.Again, I think overall, they've done a good job with
the story.  I just find this a glaring flaw.”

Frank Castle, “Year Two: Guess Who Dies. Bought the hardcover, so I cannot speak to the
Kindle version.Loved the story. This series seems to be getting BETTER each "year." The
Green lantern Corp comes to Earth's rescue, but others come as well. Again, a few cogent
arguments are made by both sides. A bunch of people get HURT. A bunch of surprises come at
you.It's a really fun read. It's also interesting to note who YOU side with on the series' issues. I
seem to flop back and forth at times.The pacing is quick. The art is excellent. The violence is
brutal. THIS is how a comic books series should be written. Adult themes. Both sides may be
right. And a lot of beloved people get put in a vice or two.The deaths will shock and disappoint
you, but they just ramp up the tension.  Injustice is DC's Breaking Bad.BUY IT.”

ABR, “I know some parents don't think comic book reading is engaging enough but I am just
happy he enjoys them so much. This is my step-son's guilty pleasure. He got turned on to the
Injustice comic series by finding one in a book store a few months back. I have been buying the
others on Amazon since then (price is a lot cheaper than in a bookstore) He loves these series. I
buy him a new one every 2 weeks. I know some parents don't think comic book reading is
engaging enough but I am just happy he enjoys them so much. I have looked through most of
them for anything inappropriate but they are fine. There is some violence but nothing you don't
see in a marvel or dc movie. Great graphics and storylines. Overall awesome series and great
book. I will continue buying the Injustice series for my 14 year-old stepson.”

Tim Chen, “Loving the Series but Higher Price for Almost 100 Fewer Pages!!!. While the art has
been hit and miss, I'm really enjoying the story. My only complaint is the pricing of Year 2
Volume 1 for fewer pages. When I looked closer the books are priced (Retail/Current Amazon)
as of Dec 18, 2014:Volume 1 = $19.99/$11.97 = 192 PagesVolume 2 = $19.99/$12.64 = 232
PagesYear 2 Volume 1 = $22.99/$13.04 = 144 PagesI don't understand why the price is
increasing for almost 100 pages less than Volume 2. Only other complaint is that I wish the next
book would come out sooner!”

Bobby Martin, “Fantastic Story involving Superman taking over the world!. This is a Great
"Alternate Reality" time-line story involving Superman taking over the world for what he
considers to be "good reasons". It's noy as good as Year One but it's definitely worth reading! I
would recommend starting with Year One as You'll not understand some major storylines if You
start with Year Two, and then stayiong with the entire series all the way through Year 5. It's a
GREAT series!!!”

Shane haynes, “Supermans regime begins.. The cover injustice year 2 volume 1 says it all. A



larger picture of supermanholding Batmans cowl in his hands, after breaking Batmans back at
the end of year one. In the background there is a smaller picture of superman in the same
costume he wears in the game, as the high councillor of the one earth regime. The cover of this
book serves as a chilling reminder of what superman is yet to become.The main bulk of this
story is about superman and, the justice league vs the green lanterns, who are being lead by
green lantern character called kilowog. The green lantern council from the planet Oa have
become concerned about supermans actions and, try to convince him to stop what he is doing
but, superman won't listen.As the story of year two volume one unfolds, the reader is introduced
to three more well known green lantern characters. John Stewart, Guy gardener and, Kyle
rayner. Kyle rayners story is a short and, brief one. As he is making his back to earth, unaware of
what's been going on in his absence. Unfortunately he meets sinestro, leader of the yellow
lanterns. Kyle rayner is physically restrained by four yellow lanterns as sinestro removes Kyle's
power ring from his hand along with his finger. After being exposed to the vacuum of space, Kyle
rayner is torn apart by the yellow lanterns.A bit further on in volume one sinestro begins to take
an interest in what superman is doing. Sinestro decides to warn superman that the government
of the United States and, the green lanterns are planning to stop him.I have played through the
story mode in the game itself and, I've always wondered why superman had become an ally of
sinestro. After reading year two volume one, I now know why. Sinestros back story is explained in
excellent detail and, shows him as a green lantern who was once a hero himself. In the end
though, he abuses his power in an attempt to rule his homeworld. The green lanterns catch up
with him and strip him off his powers.Sinestro can see that superman is doing the same as he
did and, offers to help superman. After helping superman defeat kilowog and, the green lanterns.
With a little help from the yellow lanterns. Sinestro suggests that the green lanterns should be
executed, but superman decides to keep them alive by imprisoning them.The writing by Tom
Taylor is very good as always and, proves nothing is off limits. The artwork is definitely better
than artwork in year one. Overall injustice year two keeps getting better.”

Johnny Render, “A great new chapter in this alt DC story arc. 'Alternate history' DC universe
story. It just gets crazier as more superheroes are dragged into the fray. Enjoyable storyline that
was written at first to flesh out a video game but has really grown and is now a set of great
storylines revolving around Supermans downward spiral as he strides towards super villain
status!”

blinkyzoid, “A gripping story. Have to say, this is one of the best storylines in the DC universe at
the moment. My only gripe with this is that it's quite short (and that I know how it ends!). Looking
forward to Year 3!”

Subhan Ghani, “Injustice is what I've wanted for years.. Love Injustice comics”



The book by Damian Duffy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 268 people have provided feedback.
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